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Ac a d e m i c  S h a r i n g  C o m m u n i ty  (AS C  S U N Y )?

 
 

 

A  L ITTLE  BIT  ABOUT  THE

PROJECT

This  project  is  a  partnership  effort  across  four  diverse  SUNY

Campuses  and  the  SUNY  Center  for  Professional  Development .

 

Welcome  to  our  Academic  Sharing  Community :  A  SUNY  Catalog  of

Educational  Projects  and  Innovative  Init iatives  (ASC  SUNY ) .

 

In  response  to  challenges  faced  by  many  in  Higher  Education ,

innovative  solutions  and  projects  f lood  the  landscape .  Across

SUNY ,  there  are  countless  pockets  of  innovation .  Many  projects

evolved  through  I ITG  and  other  grants .  Some  are  generated  from

Student  Success  programs .  Others  progressed  through  industry

and  professional  partnerships  and  local  economic  needs .  The

accomplishments  and  lessons  learned  from  these  projects  are

hidden  gems  across  the  system  and  are  rarely  organized  and

shared  in  ways  that  can  deliberately  impact  other  campuses ’

processes  and  offerings .  So ,  let ’s  organize  and  share  them !  We  are

cataloging  innovation  in  i ts  many  forms .  Innovation  may  range

from  being  ground  breaking  to  a  simple  change  that  makes  a

difference  on  campus .  All  types  of  innovation  are  important  and

useful  to  recognize .  Through  our  work  on  an  I ITG  project  we  are

developing  a  SUNY-wide ,  web-based  interactive  academic  sharing

community  with  a  catalog  of  educational  projects  and  innovative

init iatives .

Tell me more . . .
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H ow  d i d  t h e  p r o j e c t  B e g i n?

Through conversation around innovation across SUNY and

the rich resource of lessons learned an idea for a sharing

community was developed

 

As part of the planning process for a 2017 IITG Planning

Grant,  data were collected from past IITG projects, FACT2

project website, a literature review conducted by the

Transforming Higher Education FACT2 team, and other

external sources focused on change and innovation in

higher education.  From these sources, over 125 innovations

and practices within 16 themes were identified.  These

themes were to be used to categorize and organize the

future Academic Sharing Community. 

 

The Planning team met throughout 2017 funding period

and developed a preliminary plan for features of ASC

SUNY. 

 

P r o j e c t  O U t c o m e s

Created a web-based portal to house ASC SUNY with single sign-on access
across all campus constituents
 
Developed a searchable repository of SUNY-wide teaching and learning
initiatives, for campuses to reasearch similar projects, outcomes and lessons
learned
 
Created a culture and network to share ideas, processes, and resources and
tools, and create partnerships for projects across SUNY campuses
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s c o p e  o f  wo r k
WHAT 'S  THE  NITTY -GRITTY ?   

 

Keys to
Success

Through the work completed by the IITG Planning team, some key steps

were completed.  The team developed surveys to send to all 64 SUNY

Institutions to collect information about innovations happening at their

campus, as well as what each institution views as a priority.  The team also

developed Themes for 21st century Higher Education.  These themes are

being used to catalog each of the innovative projects collected.  

The Planning team also decided that the ASC SUNY community would be housed in the SUNY DSpace online

repository, with an accompanying community in SUNY Workplace.  A full time person was hired to build the

two connected communities and move the project forward. 

 

Using SurveyMonkey.com, Survey I was sent to all 64 institution Presidents and Provosts asking for

nominations of innovative projects.  As of May 2019, 20 Institutions have nominated 69 individual projects.   

 All 69 PI's received a notification and request to complete Survey II to collect additional information about

each innovation.   35 PI's completed Survey II.  Follow up and interviews have taken place with 16 PI's and are

ongoing.   The building of Project Spotlights is ongoing.  The ASC SUNY community hopes to highlight not

only the stellar work of colleagues around SUNY, but hopes to also showcase the project process of each. 

 What were the details?  What were barriers that institutions may run into if they try to take on a similar

project? What lessons were learned?  What are pieces of advice from people who have been there done that? 

 What are people doing around the state and is there an opportunity to network and partner with them?

 

Canva.com was used to build each project spotlight to be uploaded as a PDF into the SUNY DSpace online

repository.  Some projects are also highlighted to encourage discussion around innovation in the SUNY

Workplace Community. 

 

 

Spreading excitement, creating a sense of community and
getting institutional participation
 
Choosing online communities that could accomodate the needs
of the project
 
Deciding on a common way to display the innovative project
information 
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O v e r c o m i n g  B a r r i e r s  a n d

l o o k i n g  f o rwa r d
 

Next Steps for ASC SUNY:

 
Continuing to build Project Spotlights on an ongoing

basis

Developing an intake sheet for new projects to be

submitted

Developing new content for the SUNY Workplace

community based on user wants and needs

Spread the word and grow the communities

Develop strategic prompts to assist in the

development of future innovative projects

 

The assessment plan will use both direct and indirect assessments to measure the impact of the expected

project outcomes.  Measures of direct assessment focus on the data collected during the project and milestones

accomplished.  Measures of indirect assessment focus on the effectiveness and impact of the project.  

 

Are the communities developed? Is the repository populated with searchable projects and linked to individuals

connected to each project? What is the feedback gathered on the design and functions and usefullness of the

communities and content developed from the Advisory Board, pilot users, and participants at the CIT

conference?  Among other direct and indirect forms of assessment.

Assessment Plan 


